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You can't afford to gamble
when it comes to pumps!
MULTISPEED COMMERCIAL
HEATING CIRCULATORS
LIGHT COMMERCIAL &
DOMESTIC HEATING CIRCULATORS
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When performance counts, your choice of pump is
possibly one of the most important decisions you have
to make.
That's why you need Grundfos!
Grundfos has aworldwide reputation for reliability, for
smooth, quiet running and for long life.
The Grundfos range covers circuits from 30,000 to
6,000,000 btu'slhr.
Grundfos the cost effective answer for new,
refurbished or replacement pumps.
FABRICATED STAINLESS STEEL
FOR VITAL PUMP COMPONENTS
GRUNDFOS$~
Wayoutfrontinqualityandservice~
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, co. Dublin, Ireland. Telephone: 01 954926. Telex: 90544.
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NEWS DESK
Grundfos
Managerial Change
po ition to di clo e the variou
sum. owed to individual
companies but he did indicate
that over half the sum
mentioned above is owed to the
Revenue Commissioners.
Other sources revealed that
the rest is made up of Oertli-
owed approximately £34,000;
K romschroder - owed
approximately £16,000: IMAC
- owed approximately £26,000;
and Babcock Boilers - owe
approximately £12,000: and'
mix of others.
At the time of going to pres.
we could get no conlirmntion of
the amounts out tanding with
regard to Thermplant Combus-
tion Ltd, Thermplant Holdings
Ltd or EMS Ltd.
The liquidator is currently
assessing the situallon ..but the
outlook for creditors looks
fairly grim.
A Commillee of Inspecllon
has been appointed and the
members will be monitoring the
liquidator' progre. s over the
coming weeks.
only in the latter stages of Ihis
year that it became possible. He
had certain committment to
Reconair which he needed to
fulfill and his final parting with
Fred Cooney of same was an
amicable, agreed split.
Irish Air Conditioning
Systems Ltd is geared towards
offering customers the complete
serv.ice from the initial supply of
equipment right through to the
in.stallation,commissioningand
alter-sales maintenance.
As a complementary service
Tom is also selling the McQua;
range on behalf of Sea
McCarthy of SMC AI
Conditioning.
ATa meetingofthecreditor. of
the Thermplant Group of
corn panic on I1 ovember last
all four companies were
liquidated with Michael
Gribben of Michael Gribben &
Associate being appointllJ
liquidator.
While there are four
companies involved, Irish H& V
News has been led to believe that
they each were separate limited
companie. and were not owned
by any holding concern.
Apparently. certain inter-
trading did take place but. with
the dearth of information
forthcoming on the matter. it's
difficult to determine or
quantify.
The four companie 1I1volved
were Thermplant Gas Ltd,
Thermplant Combustion Ltd,
Thermplant Holdings Ltd and
EM Ltd. As we went to pres
the only ligure we could
determine was that for
Thermplant Gas Ltd. where the
deficit is said to be £285.000.
A spokesman for the
liquidator said he was not in "
Thermplant -
Liquidator Appointed
W LL-known consulting engineer Hugh C Maguire has m ved
address and asked us to inform those wishing to contact him that he
can now be found at Apartment 72. The Elms. Mount Merrion
Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. His telephone number remains the
same at 8RlLiR4.
AFTER a ignificant numberof
years wllh the Reconair Group.
Tom Fleming has finally left to'
et up his own operation -I rish
Air Conditioning Systems Ltd,
21 Castleknock Oaks, Dublin
15.(Tel:211688).
He has been out on his own for
some months now but it is only
in recent weeks that he has
begun to trade in earnest. His
principal agency is a formerly-
held Reconair name - Denco
Air - for which he IS now
entirely responsible 111 the
Republic of Ireland.
Tom told Irish H& V Nell's
that from as far back as last
Christma he had been looking
to make such a move but it wa.
HUGH MAGUIRE MOVES
Tom Fleming
goes it alone
share for itself in the highly-
competitive pump sector.
Mr Fookes paid tribute to M r
Murphy in bringing about this
situation and wished him well-
on behalf of the directors of
Grundfos both in the UK and
Denmark - in his new position.
As for his replacement. Mr
Fookes said that a short-list of
potential candidates had now
been drawn up and that the new
appointee would be taking up
hi role as General Manager,
Grundfos (I re) Ltd in the early
part of 1987.
FOLLOWI Gthedepartureof
General Manager Dermot
Murphy from Grundfo (Ire)
Ltd earlier this month. Acting
General Manager David
Fookes says that the trading
policies. management style and
industry presence as projecled
by Mr Murphy will remain
unnltered.
Mr Murphy's departure
coincides with the completion of
the Grundfos consolidation
programme of the last few years
which has seen the company
establish a substantial market
. .
• Edward Qulnn, ChairmanoftheQuantitySurveyingDivision, Society
of Chartered Surveyors, presenis the client brochure, "If You Need to
BuUd •.• You Need a Chartered Quantity Surveyor", to the Minister for
Finance, John Bruton Ltd.
Guide To Value For
Money In Construction.
The Chartered Quantity
Surveyor is the expert
profes ionally trained and
experienced in dealing with
these problems and in the
application oflife cycle costing.
a technique which provides an
analy is of capital co t of
expenditure a well as the total
cost. of regular items ot
expenditure such as cleaning.
fuel, maintenance. insurance,
management and intere t
charges.
Presenting the report to the
Minister, the Chairman of the
Society's Quantity Surveying
Division, Edward Quinn, said:
"The necessity for sound cost
budgeting and cost management
i vital and the building client
requires. and must get. good
value for money - a position
most likely to be achieved
through utilising the skills and
experience of the Chartered
Quantity Surveyor".
THE Ministerfor Finance,John
Bruton TD. was recently
pre ented with a newly-
published guide on how to
ensure value for money in
construction projects.
The client brochure. "If You
eed to Build ... You eed a
Chartered Quantity Surveyor",
has been published by the
Society of Chartered Surveyor.
to advise Government Depart-
ments, Local Authorities and
private client on how to en ure
val ue for money in building and
engineering construction
projects and to explain the many
services provided by Chartered
Quantity Surveyors.
The cost of construction
projects. their management and
the co-ordination of the many
consultants and speciali ts
involved are all key problem
areas for the client considering a
building or engineering project.
2 Iri~h H& Veil's, ovemberlDecemher /986
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IElectric heatpumps
blowhotandcold to saveyoumone~
If you're In business, you can manage
better with electrICIty.
For lighting, naturally, for keeping
computers computing and for totting up
at the end of each day.
And clean, convenient electricity helps
to create a more pleasant, working
environment for customers and
for staff.
Electric heat pumps, for example,
provide heating and cooling giving you
hot air in winter and cool air In summer.
They provide the most energy efficient
way to cool and heat your business
premises. They have the unique ability
to transform one unit of electricity
consumed, Into 3 units of heating. Using
the night-rate (electricity at less than one
third the normal price) heat pumps
produce the cheapest form of heat
available.
And with the 13 % reduction in price
since last year, night-rate electricity is
now cheaper than it was in 1982.
You can Install electric heat pumps
anywhere, on the roof or on the wall
and they are suitable for all types of
bUSiness premises, from banks to
boutiques, offices to restaurants and a
whole lot more. No fumes, no fuss, Just
a flick of a switch, simplicity itself.
And that's not just a lot of hot air!
Find out more about electric heat pumps
by contacting your local ESB Office or
phone the ESB Commercial Advisory
Service at (0 I) 765831 , Ext. 7236.
.8.Customer service
Electricity brings living to life.
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CIBSE Career Guidance
mixing dampers, filters, heat
tran fercoilsand humidification.
Gerry Curran, MASHRAE,
Temperature Control Service
Ltd, outlined the history of
automatic controls in Ireland
while Larry Kane, MIHE,
MASEE, MIED, read a paper
on the role of tbe building
officer/property manager and
gave a very good overview ofthe
office management in Ireland.
Paddy Clonan, FCIBSE,
Chairman of CIBSE, spoke
about managing and running a
mechanical contracting firm
and was followed by Mr JJ
Connolly, BE CEng MIEI
FIFireE who read a paperon fire
LA T montha presentation was
lrranged for the engineering
jtudents in the College of
Technology, Bolton Street, by
the Chartered Institution of
Building Services Engineers in
Ireland, the purpose of which
was to attract more and better-
quality young engineers to the
industry.
Speakers were arranged from
different building services
disciplines in order to show
students the full spectrum of the
industry.
The first speaker was Mr Sean
Mulcahy, BE CEng FIEI MIEE
FCIBSE MConsEI. He spoke
on the role of the consulting
engineer in the design process
and covered aspects ofthe role in
the past, present and as it might
be visualised in the future. M r
Mulcahy emphasised the design
team a the group who must
work together as architect ,
engineers and specialists in the
design of modern buildings.
Michael J Curley, MASHRAE,
MIMgtl, spoke from the
viewpoint of the mechanical
contractor. He spoke about
general management principles
and management psychology
and outlined how these
principles are applied in the
management of a modern
business.
Hugh Fortune, MUM, read a
paper on medical gases and
• Speakers at the 2-day CIBSEcareerguidancepresentation were: Tom
ScoLl; Don Byrne; John ConnoUy; George o 'NeW; Gerry Curran;Paddy
Qonan; Eoin O'Cionna, President CIBSE; Mlchad Buckley;P.J. Doyle;
Oliver MeNuity, and Des Doyle.
indu trial ga es. He empha i ed
the need for standards ofdesign
to be e tablished in Ireland as
they apply in other parts of the
world. He also spoke on typical
de ign faults and hazard
encountered in Irish Hospital.
Michael Buckley, MCIBSE,
poke on air handling plant and
heat pumps. He spoke as a
marketing man but his paper
was a technical one outlining the
selection of air handling units
and equipment.
Michael Lynch, MCIBSE,
also spoke on air handling plant.
He discussed selection of
equipment and also spoke on
attenuators, fan sections,
protection. George 0' eill,
MClBSE, MILE, poke on
lighting in building ervice and
gave a very good paper with the
help of slides with Mr M Reid of
Preci ion Electric (I) Ltd,
following on with a paper on
electrical contracting. This was
a blow by blow description ofall
the areas in running a business
starting with historical
background, looking at the
process of estimating work and
working right through the
various activities to handing
over the project.
Tom Scott of Hevac Ltd read
a paper on boiler plant and
equipment with Des Doyle
FRIAI MSKE, reading t
closing paper which gave an
overview of building design in
modern times and outlining the
role of the engineer and
architect. He identified
engineering as part of the
process of architecture - both
tructural work and services.
This two-day event was
organi ed by Mr PJ Doyle,
Education Officer, CIBSE. The
re ponse from both the college
authorities and the students
would suggest that it wa a very
successful event.
COMING EVENT: Celebrity
lunch at the Deepark, Cion ilia.
Guest speaker is Vincent
McArdle, McArdle, McSweeney
O'Malley.
Dan Chambers Appointee
DERMOT Murray, previously with Climate Engineering Ltd., has
joined Dan Chambers Ltd. He is now based at the company's
Brunswick Street office in Dublin 7.
Fire Prevention sionaires, Sicli showed netored pressure powder,
together with a full range of
Cartridge Operated Fire
Extinguishers, includll1g the
light water model G P 9 A.
Justrite Ltd: On view were
their flammable liquid
container and di pen ing
apparatus.
Safety Unlimited: Thi
manufacturer displayed fire
resistant, fire-proofed cabinets
plus safety vessels.
Macron Ltd: Fire fighting flat
hose together with a new
industrial hose were shown,
with the industrial hose being
very keenly priced.
To complete the extensive and
impressive array offire fighting,
detection and ancillary product
displayed on the Apex Fire
Prevention Stands, Bristol
Uniforms displayed their
equipment which included
firemens' helmets.
company has recently appointed
Apex Fire to market their fire
fighting equipment here.
Di played was an impre sive
range of cartridge and tored
pre ure fire extingui her, all
made to BSI Standard. John
Brett and Tony Gordon were
pre ent to meet their Iri h
customers.
B A Beadle Lld: A mobile
di play unit was on hand to
promote their hydraulic and
pneumatic cutting equipment
and industrial safety gear.
Ring Lighting Ltd: This
manufacturer of emergency
lighting equipment showed the
unique "flash point" testing
technique, which any lay person
can perform on their lighting
boxes, with the aid of torch.
Sicli Ltd: Another of Apex
Fire Prevention's ole conce -
ATa receptjon to coincide with
the opening of the annual Fire,
Safety & Security Exhibition in
the Burlington Hotel on
October 22/23 last, Apex Fire
Prevention Co Ltd introduced
everal new products.
Cerberus Ltd: This leading
manufacturer has recently
appointed Apex FirePrevention
a their Irish distributor. On
how were their fire detection
system, which are presently
being installed in some major
contracts.
Allied Safety Ltd: This
has been
appointed Director & General
Manager of Electronic Rent Ltd.,
and Euro Instruments &
Electronics Ltd., the Dublin based
companies, specialising In the'
rental and distribution of
'computer and electronic
equipment.
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SiEASON~
Specialists in Enviromental Plant
and Equipment
Tinode, Blessington, Co. Wicklow.
Telephone: 582294
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Grundfos holiday winners
RS Pumps Appointee
SJ. Electro Systems Inc. have announced the appointment of RS
Pumps Ltd, as their UK and Irish distributor.
RS Pumps will be holding stocks of all float switches, tank alerts
and alternator systems manufactured by SJ Electra.
RS Pumps Ltd are located at Napier Street, Linwood,
Renfrewshire, PA3 3AN., Scotland.
AT a reception/contractor
evening at the Grundfos
headquarter in Stillorgan
recently Bob Couchman,IDHE
Pre ident, brought the
Grundost-sponsored contract-
or/merchant competition of the
last two months to a close by
drawing the winning ticket.
Lucky winners were Malahide
contractor Noel Cullen with
Shay Kiernan of Heating
Distributors being the merchant
involved. Both receive a two-
week holiday for two in the
Canaries, plus £100 spending
money.
The competition ran for
approximately three months
and literally hundreds ofentries
were received. Then, on the
evening of 17 October last, a
reception was held in Stillorgan
at the Grundfos premises at
which Bob Couchman drew the
winning ticket. Afterward
there were refreshments served
to the large attendance.
From a Grundfos point of
view the competition proved
particularly worthwhile with
sales of domestic pumps up
considerably on the same period
last year.
THE Institute's latest technical
lecture was held (on 12
Nobember last), as always, at 22
Clyde Road in the Engineers
Club and the topic for the paper
presented - by Gordon Barry,
Technical Sales Engineer with
Grundfos (Ire) Ltd - was
"Pumps and Their Application
in Central Heating Systems".
The evening turned out to be
an unqualified success with a
"tanding room only"
attendance of 75 people. Those
present represented a healthy
cross-section of the entire
indu try and included New
Dublin Gas engineers, IDHE
members, Heating and
Plumbing Contractors Assoc-
iation members and a great
number of full time building
services students from Bolton
Street. Also present were
students on the IDHE E60
course. Indeed, on the night the
IDHE enrolled 20 new student
members.
The lecture itself was ably
delivered by Gordon Barry who
• Bob Couchman, President IDHE with Bill Penrlfe, Hon. Secretary,
IDHE and Dermot Murphy, Grundfos.
• Gordon Barry, Grundfos (centre) congratulating Malahlde heating
contractor Noel Cullen on his winning 0{ the Grundfos sponsored
holiday for two (Including £100 spending money) competition which
was run specially for domestic heating contractors ooer the last few
months. On the left Is Shay Klernan of Heating Distributors. He also
receioes a holiday for two, being the named suppUer to MrCuI/en on the
competition entry form.
• Barry McDonneil, Staff Engineer, Consumer SErvice Department,
new DubUn Gas with IDHE Chairman Harry Pattlson; Honorary
Secretary Bill Perrice; and Gordon Bany, Technical Sales Engineer,
Grundfos (Ire) Ltd., whopresented thepaperon heatingsystemsand the
role 0{ the clrculaUng pump.
used slide and two 15-minute Hogan get the E60 cour eoffthe
video tapes - which were most ground.
entertaining - on "how to" and ::.....------------------------
"how not to" install circulating
pumps.
The IDHE would like to
thank Don Byrne, Head of
Engineering, Bolton Street, for
his co-operation in encouraging
the students to attend and also
his assistance in helping IDHE
Education Officer Joseph
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Buyer found for Pioneer
Radiant
PlO EER Radiant Ltd. of
Kenmare, which was put into
receivership last September, has
been bought by Detroit Radient
Product Ltd, one of the large t
manufacturers of radiant gas
heater in the US.
When Pioneer Radiant was
fir t establi hed in 1972, the
radiant gas heaters being
manufactured were based on the
design and technology
developed by Detroit Radiant.
They were sold under the Re-
Verber-Ray brand name and
this as ociation has been
continued in that the new
ompany's trading name is Re-
erber-Ray (Europe) Ltd.
The £200,000 deal has only
just been completed and as yet
it's too early to expect the new
company 10 talk about the
number to be employed or the
type of marketing strategy
which will be adopted.
However, what has been
confirmed is that former
employees will be given
preference as and when new
positions become open but for
the moment a holding operatin
i in force until all the details are
sorted out.
It is also known that the
intention of the new owners is to
use the Kenmare plant, not just
to supply and service the Irish
ma rket, but also to spearhead its
newly-formula ted plan ofattack
for Europe.
The manufacturing capacity
of the plant and machinery now
at the disposal of the newly-
established Re-Verber-Ray
(Europe) Ltd i extensive and,
when this is coupled with the
highly-professional and ultra-
modern management style of
the new owners, it will present a
formidable force to all
competitors.
Distribution of these high-
efficiency heaters will be ex-
stock with a 24-hour delivery
promi ed for anywhere in
Ireland. Sale will be via the
establi hed Detroit Radiant
method which is based on a
formula of appointed distrib-
utor .
This will not present much of
a problem for the new company
ince such a method was already
being used by Pioneer. A
comprehensive system ofdesign
and product back-up service is
already available on a
nationwide basis through Brian
Mulhare & Associates in Dublin
and Adrian Ryan who operates
from a base in Limerick.
While there was a tenuous
link between Detroit Radiant
and Pioneer in that the designs
of the appliances being
produced by Pioneer were based
on those of Detroit, the
purchase of the company arose
out of an advertisement placed
by the receiver in the Irish Times
and Financial Times in the UK.
This generated quite a number
of international enquiries and
resulted in the final analysis in
the deal struck with Detroit
Radiant.
Thermplant
Agencies go to
Cahill
AS we went to press, Frank
Cahill, formerly with the
Thermplant Group of compan-
ies, confirmed to Irish H& V
ews that he now has the vast
majority of the agencies
previously held by his former
employer.
Frank left Thermplant on 8
August last to set up his own
company - Therm Savers Ltd
- and has since seen his
business grow while Therm-
plant's market share diminished
to the point of the liquidation
recorded on II November la t
(see page 2).
Therm Savers, which is based
at Unit 2 on the Clondalkin
Industrial Estate, Dublin 22,
(Tel: 571029) now has the full
range of appliances on offer
from the following:-
Oerpli - Industrial gas burners;
Kromschroder - Gas valves
and associated accessories;
Imac - Full range of industrial
ga meters (turbine and rotary);
Orseal - Gas Board-approved
ball valves; and the full range of
spares from Babcock Boilers.
VIKI G HIG CA ON
AIR HANDLING UNITS
BELFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
DUBLIN DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01-720448
Roof Units Group VIKING air handling units
comprising of the COMPACT. KDA and MINI
ranges offers quality products manufactured to a
higll specification standard.
The Compact and KDA units are constructed
of double skin design with 25mm thick mineral
wool insulation between hot dip galvanised steel
panels offeringgood thermal insulation combined
with sound attenuation and fire resistance. The
casings have smooth surfaces to facilitate easy
deamng.
A comprehensive range of ancillaries to
facilitate specific air treatment requirements such
as mixing, filtering, heat recovery. cooling,
humidification, aftenuation etc. are available.
A computerised selection service is provided
to assist all enquries.
Roof Units Group is a BSI registered firm in
accordance with BS5750 Part 1for the design
and manufacture of ventilation fans thus assuring
that products are subjected to the rigorous BS
quality control standards.
.~
____ ... ,.lIt
0=-
Peartree House. Peartree Lane. 0udlelI west Midlands DY2 OQU. UJ<.
lel: No: Briertey Hill (0384) 7406:2. Telex: No: 335696 RUNITS Go
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Shires on the Acquisition
Trail
Walker ... safely across
the road
Eurohaul Centre,
Greenhllls Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 519711
WHEN Elanco SA in Cork
ordered a further Heenan
Marley Cooling Tower from
Walker Air Conditioning, it
delivery could not be kept under
wraps. It was the large t tower in
the Heenan Marley range with a
hipping weight of 4536 kg,
measuring 2857 mm x 5886 mm
x 3889 mm. This sizeable unit
had to be transported by road
acros five countie from the
• Three of the He~nan Marley Cooling Towers at Elanco SA In Cork,
where WalkerAirCondlUoningrecenUy suppliedanddelivered the latest
unlL
company's extensive study of
growth opportuni ties," aid
Brendan Whooley, Managing
Director of Shires Ireland Ltd.
"We undertook a period of
intensive research which clearly
indicated the major potentIal in
this sector. Steel baths are
rapidly taking the place of cast
iron products which have been
rejected by distributors and
installers on the basis of cost
variable quality and inconven-
ience in handling" he said.
"The Carron Steelyne range is
entirely complementary to Shires
and it will significantiy enhance
the service offered to all ectors
of the trade. This move
underlines our stated determin-
ation to achieve substantial
growth and expansion through
acquisitions of busine s in
complementary product
ectors. In this regard, Shires
Ireland Ltd hope to announce
shortly, investment and
acqui ition plans for Ireland"
added Mr Whooley.
-f--
SHIRES Bathrooms have
launched a major Initiative to
achieve substantial growth with
the acquisition of steel bath
producer Carron Steelyne Ltd.
Carron, based in Faldirk, is
the UK's leading manufacturer
of enamelled steel baths and the
move makes Shires the largest
manufacturer of baths in the
UK. The deal, for an
undisclosed sum, was a private
arrangement.
Shires believes the purchase
of Carron is a logical
pro&!,ession that complements
its present portfolio with the
addition of a range of quality
products to dovetail with Shires
already extensive product
portfolio of ceramic sanitary-
ware and acrylic baths.
Total annual turnover of
Shire Bathrooms following the
acquisition is put at £28 million
with over 25% coming from
export markets.
"Shires entry into the steel
bath market sector follows the
Port of Dublin to its destination
at the Elanco production plant
near Kinsale.
Walker were re ponsible fo
upply, delivery and commi -
ioning of the equipment, which
involved a great deal of planning
and liai on with the variou
Local Authoritie and even
required closure of certain
roads. However, Walker had the
benefit of experience gained
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~omdeliveringasimilarunitto
.A.... the same location in the previous
~ I J"lIa... year.
I",.".. There are six identical~~ If"--.-~~ '-... - Heenan Marley Cooling Towers
... ,.... I _____.V \ "'II1II.. - on site, the initial two being
~ r:.::t. ~~~+-HpLj-+. specified in the original plant
~ ~ 1#"",-- ,design from the USA in 1980.
~ ~~ ~... Two more were delivered direct
.- ~~ A:.~ """ about three years later because
~~~ '" SJ!"-. rl 1lIlIIr-..... they had proved most reliable
~ ....."'.;;- ~L..-:r' I,;' 22mm and completely trouble-free in
~ TWO PORT VALVE operation. The towers are used
{[ft ~~-_ I-+-+-+--+-+-+-IH~ 22mm r,or cooling large vessels in thf-- T~REEPORTVALVE+--+-If--t--. production of antibioticf--
.ELECTRONIC ROOM THERMOSTAT involving a crystalising proce s,
__-+-+=+=II==F""......-=-Y-l-~LECTRONIC CYLINDER (H~R~~S\ATI-H-+-+--+-+-t. a critical stage which has to be+: : I 1 I carried out at a controlled rate.
This particular installation is
__-+--+--+POTIERTON ~ - capable of handling a water
__-+-+--+TRVS +--+-I--+-I~ ~'n.'_ = quantity of 1740 gpm when[ I cooling from 90°F to OaF while• ~.- = operating in a wet bulb...+--+--~'-+-++-/ .11""" J IU \, .,--(j~ :: ~- , ~= temperature of 65°F.
" r-L .r There are 14 packaged unit in
'J 1 EP 300J PROGRAMMER 1--+:-+-+--+1. the C range which can handle
between 4800-12500 gallon /hr
" 1lPOTTERTON.. '--- with refrigeration capacitie
_'-- -LM "r~ from 100-800 tons. They are of
induced draught cross-flow
SYSTEM CONTROLS YOU CAN design, suitable for air
RELY ON conditioning applications as
HEA TEQUIP LTD. well as industrial processes.Ruggedly constructed with
galvanised steel components
and PVC coated galvanised steel
cladding, they are more than
equal to the rigours of outdoor
installation giving a long
working life with minimal
maintenance requirement.
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NEWS DESK
Energy Management Simplified
SMC gets Irish Life
seven years now for the
maintenance of the computer
suite in Abbey street.
Additionally, the company ha
ju t completed a similar job on
McGrallan House forIrish Life.
The Abbey Street retrofit i
quite a significant contract in
that it call for an extensive
degree of management in
addition to technical know-how
and experti e. The exi ting units
will have to be dis-assembled on
the roof and lowered to the
ground level while the new
replacements will also have to
be hoisted to the roof in parts
and assembled on site.
Work is scheduled to begin on
20 December with a completion
date ofearly to mid-Februar. of
1987 envi aged.
SMC are the main contractors
for the project while Delap &
Wailer are the con ultants.
DA O'Brien, BSc, from Killala, Co. Mayo, has devi ed a new
product called Energy Manager which, simplistically speaking, is a
software package foranalysi ofheating costs in the dome tic ector.
All a pects of heating are covered from fuels to insulation with a
spread heet being produced which allows changes which can be
compared to find the best path. to lower heating bills.
It works inseveral modes to allow fordifferentdegreesofexpertise
in the user and presently is designed for running on the Commodore
64. However, shortly it will be adopted to run on other machines.
It is very professionally packaged and consists of a programme
and manual which WOl k together to provide maximum benefits with
ease of u e.
It is already avalable in the leading retail computer chain outlets in
the Dublin area. For information on availability throughoutthe rest
of the country contact Dan O'Briendirectlyat4Chapel Lane, Killala
or telephone 096 32130.
o E f the major contract in
central Dublin this side of
Chri tma - the complete
retrofit of the Irish Life Abbey
Street computer suite - ha
gone to SMC Air Conditioning
Ltd. Won against tiff
competition from the other
eading experts in this field, the
contract involves the replace-
ment of the air handling unit
with a Redbro model and the
chiller with a McQuay 2-speed
reciprocating unit with a 7 ton
capacity.
The chill water pumpsareal 0
being replaced while theexisting
pnuematics are coming out in
favour'ofa Honeywell Micronic
100 sy tern.
MC already ha an
established working relation hip
with Irish Estate Management,
being re pon ible for nearly
• Examining and checking one 0{ the first fire dampers to be
manufactured by the newly·established firm - Dan Chambers
Manufacturing) Ltd. - of Echlin Street, Dublin 8 are Dan Chambers,
anaging Director (left>. and Peter Coughlan, ProducUon Manager.
THE recent Guinnessexplosion IT,ovement and ventilation
did not upset the newly- equipment from the UK,
established company Dan Germany and Denmark. It ha
Chambers (Manufacturing) alway been Dan' ambition to
Ltd. Although they lost ome replace a many imported
roof tile. from their recently- products as pos ible, with the
acquired premi es in Echlin home produced equivalent. This
Street, in the hadow of the ambition has been largel
brewery, production of the glass achieved, where air dist ribution
fibre roof cowls, fire dampers grille and fibre glass roof cowl
and volume control dampers are concerned. As much a 95%
was only momentarily interrup- of all grilles and roof cowls
ted. presently going through the
There ha been considerable Irish company are now home
interest shown in the new range produced.
of fire dampers since their Fire dampers and volume
introduction at the recent H&V control dampers are now being
exhibition in Dublin. Manufact- manufactured here. Previously,
ured in Echlin Street under a sizeable percentage of costs
licence from Fire Foil Ltd of went to transport companies.
Kent, the fire dampers are fully Now that the e product are
ested and certified and carry a being made in Ireland, such
Made in Ireland" sticker. monies can be diverted into
Dan Chamber Lld import an salarie and home employment.
exten ive selection of air
Dan Chambers
(Manufacturing) in
Full Production
ROIIIVthe hallmarkof the
world's finest boilers.
Throughout tne UK and across the world the Robey range of
boilers are renowned for their superior standards of engineering,
efficient performance, reliability and long working life.
Gas. oil or coal fired they are the ideal investment for engineers
requiring 1000 to 70.000Ibs/hr of steam. or equivalent hot water
duties, for process or heating.
With back up services. including system design. the commissioning of
equipment. aftersales service and spares. we have the resources. the
experience and the reputation to fulfil your requirements.
Take a good look at the Robey range of boilers from
'J Babcock Robey.
~O~~f2~~T~At1~~~~N~j~~~t~
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BTU Golf Results
Sponsors - JJ Sampson & Son Ltd.
• Matchplay Trophy Finalists: Pat Dunphy (left), winner with Tony Glllan, runner-up.
• Tony Delaney with David Sampson.
f.
C\W
Front 9
1st: Eamonn McGrattan;
2nd: Cahal Connelly.
Back 9
1st: Eddie Egan;
2nd: John Lawler.
Guests
1st: Peter Reynolds (34 pts.);
2nd: Michael Curley (32 pts.).
"""'~ ~ - -- --- ......,_ ..--- ......... ,..,.
Winner' Pat Dunphy;
Runner Up: Tony Gillan.
Matchplay Trophy
The marvellous weather at Sutton in
September last was complemented by the
highest quality of golf in the JJ Sampson &
Son Ltd sponsored MatchplayTrophyfinal
between Pat Dunphy and Tony Gillan.
Sutton Golf Club being the venue
witnessed Pat Dunphy the victor sinking a
five foot putt on the 18th reOecting the
calibre of the two finalists.
Prizes were presented by David Sampson
representing the sponsors along with Plate
Winner and BTU Captain Tony Delaney.
An enjoyable dinner and aftermath was had
by all and David has asked us to express his
thanks to the BTU Committee/Organisers
for their efforts, thus giving all concerned a
successful and enjoyable day.
Plate
Winner: Tony Delaney (41 pts.)
Runner Up: Michael Wyse (38 pts.);
3rd: Peter Johnson (37 pts.);
Sutton Outing
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lice la lice
with Larry Clarke
• Pictured at the signing 0{ a contract between SIPGAS and Ergas, were (left to right>:
RowlandB lennerhassett., DirectorSIPGAS/ManagingDirector, Kerry Petroleum LLd;James
Barber, DirectorSIPGAS/Chalrman, South 0{ Ireland PetroleumLtd; Larry Clarke, General
Sales Manager, Ergas LLd, andAlan McLean, ChiefAccountant., Ergas.
Getting it right second time 'round ... that
would seem to be the case with Ergas Ltd
following its very recent entre into the
domestic home heating sector. Obviously, a
great deal has changed within this
marketplace since the turn ofthe decade and
in that time Ergas has learned some valuable
lessons since its first unfruitful foray into
this field in 1979.
"Our approach was wrong at the time",
admits General Sales Manager Larry
Clarke. "I think in fact that we undervalued
what it was we had to offer. At the tmewefell
into the trap of replacing oil with gas,
converting sy terns already installed. This
in effect meant that, while we did manage to
turn manyon to gas, the basic design ofmost
of these systems was geared towards a
totally different concept.
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"The re ult was that we pulled Out of the
domestic central heating sector for a time.
However, with the changing market
situation of the last 12 months in particular,
we decided to re-appraise our policy and
came to the conclusion that, while we had
little success in the past, wenowfelt we knew
why.
"Hence, this time 'round we structured
our domestic home heating package on the
basis that we in Ergas had, because of its
versatility and availability, a premium fuel
source. We set out right from the outset with
this in mind and did not fall in to the ame
trap as previously in '79 when wee sentially
undersold ourselves.
"We tailored our marketing and
promotional strategies around the strength
of our product, around the concept of our
own, specially-devised heating package; we
did not allow the compaigns or claims of
other uppliers 10 incluence what we did. Of
course we were awa re of them, and even
evaluated what they were achieving but, in
the final analysis we set out to simply sell
what we had to offer, not 10 compete with
anyone else.
"Even after only six week this strategy
began to pay dividends. Of the 2,500
enquirie generated by our initial
advertising campaign, we had over 200
system fully installed and commissioned
within a period of less than twO months.
Nonetheless, we regard this as but the first
step in our intentions for this paticular
marketplace.
"Our plans are 10 develop the home
heating ector as much as pos ible. We have
22
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"Consequently, we appointed Bob
Couchman as Consultant Advisor to our
new "home heat" marketing division. In
addition to advising us in an overall context,
he was ideally positioned to guide us with
the appointment of installers and also to
assist when it came to choosing appliance
suppliers.
"Indeed, we were a little surprised when it
came to dealing with appliance suppliers at
how little they seemed to know about the
technical aspects and finer features and
requirements of products for thIs category.
I'm not trying to suggest that all were like
that, nor that we here at Ergas know any
better. It's just that, given the vast potential
the LPG home heating market offers, I
expected more.
"As it iswe have invited five companies to
be our regular suppliers of appliances and
the ewe cho e having first investigated the
diversity and quality of their product
ranges. But again, just as with the panel of
installers, it is not a 'closed' shop
arrangement. We arealwaysopen totalking
to anyone who can meet the requirement
already spent £250,000 on promoting what problem. On a day-to-day basis the
we have to offer and, in investment terms for appointed service engineer is responsible
the coming 12 months, we envisage for everything in the house with regard to
spending in the region of £ I million by way the installation, right out as far as the tank.
of tanks and installations. Thereafter, we take over."
"However, numbers is not our priority.. While the foregoing might suggest that
We obviously want to make as many Ergas encountered no problems and had all
installations as possible but, the overiding the answers before they set out, Larry
element at all timeis the safety factor. Hence Clarke says that nothing could be further
our very structured and controlled policy from the truth. "However, where we got it
with regard to our panel of installers. We right I think", he continued, "is that we
went to great pains to select only the most recognied our shortcomings. We were fully
competent and qualified engineers aware that we knew very little about the
throughout the country and have even gone appliance side or the installation aspects.
so far as to do without an appointee in a We did know what we wanted in respect of
region in instances where we could find no the latter, but howtogoaboutgetting that in
ne uitable enough to meet our exacting terms of the actual contractors was the
requirements. problem.
"Our thinking on the matter is that the
safety aspect is the most important, and
indeed the most commercially viable route
in the long run. Our appointed installers are
also responsible for the after-sales service of
each system so it is essential that we know we
can rely on them to represent Ergas in the
manner we desire. Let's face it - the
installer is our front man out in the
marketplace; he IS Ergas for all intents and
pu rposes as fa r as the end-user is concerned.
"Nonetheless and despite our
dilligence in this respect - we still took the
further precuation of organising our
insta llat ionlcomm issioning procedure
around the fact that only an Ergas
Engineering Inspector can give the final go
ahead for a system to be switched on. To
guarantee this occurance, tanks supplied
for home heating service are sealed in such a • LaITY Clarke, General Sales Manager,
anner that it is only our own Inspector ERGAS.
ho can actually switch thesystem on. Once
he has carried out his examination of the
entire installation - and provided he is
happy with the result - he then gives the
final approval.
"Obviously, this isyetanotherverycostly
part of the service we offer but again we
think it essential.
"As for the tanks themselves, the
investment here is substantial given .that
each tank costs in the region of£500a piece.
We rent the tank to the customer for the
nominal sum of£50 per year. The reason we
don't sell the tanks is also based on safety.
Approximately every five years the sa~ety
valves on this type of tank need changlOg.
So rather than trust in the customer to
en~ure that it'S done, we retain
responsibility for the tanks and can
therefore guarantee that all necessary
maintenance procedures are adhered to.
"Additionally, we supply every.end-user
with an advisory card for fixlOg 10 a
prominent place. This lists the proced~re to
be followed including who to contact, 10 the
event of a~ emergency or even a minor
and high standards - especially in terms of
safety - that we demand.
"With regard to the supply and
distribution of LPG itself we have also
radically changed our approach.
Traditionally, the methods used comprised
tankers operating out of Dublin and
supplying the end-user. However, given the
scope of the many new home heating
installations - and their geographical
spread - a new concept had to be devised.
Another reason was that, these customers
expect a more immediate, short-term
service in respect of placing an order for
supplies.
"Consequently, what we now do is
operate from central storage locations
strategically located throughout the
Gountry. Given again that we are as yet only
in the throes of establishing ourselves in this
marketplace, the first such depot is already
up and operational and located in Donegal.
In effect, what we have is an appointed local
distributor whose responsibility is to draw
supplies from his central tank and (deliver
to those in his catchment area. This can be
done a t any interval. Our role is to keep him
fully topped up with more pre-determined
regular deliveries.
"Plans are at an advanced stage for other
central tank locations with Ballyhaunis set
to come on stream in March of next year;
Tralee fully operational a few weeks before
Christmas; and Galway also being worked
on a t present.
"This is a very novel approach compared
with our competitors but, what's more
important is that it emphasises once again
the fact that not just Ergas, but the whole
LPG home heating programme, is still very
much in its infancy. There is still a vast
educational requirement in respect of LPG
for home heating and all the companies
involved can only help one another with
their respective promotional compaigns.
"We even benefit from natural gas
promotions. As an LPGsupplier, weare not
in competition with the natural gas sector
but rather complementary to it. Our
respective potential market locations are
very easily defined and do not encroach on
one another. Indeed, I would see the ESB as
being the main competitor for all of us."
This latter remark is especially important
in that it amply illustrates Larry Clarke's
view (and that of Ergas) of the potential of
LPG in the home heating market sector. It is
in effect that, while there will always be a
certain amount of competition between
individual companies, the potential is on
such a scale that there is room for all if a co-
ordinated marketing strategy - especialy
taking in every aspect of safety - is
developed and implemented.
Time will tell.
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT AWARDS
1986
John King
Anthony Conboyne
Paul Hackett
M. Silke
E ERGY MA AGER
Eamon O'Brien
D.W.O'Brien
Oliver Finn
P.D. Molumby
T.P. Cooper
Gerard McNamara
Kieran Maher
Edward Brady
efficiency including management
technique and cost effective technology;
• Potential for replication elsewhere;
• U e of novel techniques;
• Achievement.
WINNERS LIST·
Avonmore Creameries Ltd.
Irish Distillers Ltd, Midleton
Aughinish Alumina Ltd.
Allergan Ltd.
COMPA Y
Trinity College Dublin
Mid-Western Health Board
Telecom Eireann, Cork District
Aer Rianta Dublin
Robert Jacob & Partners
True Temper Ltd.
Hollister Overseas Ltd.
Dublin Corporation,
Public Lighting Section
• Dermot O'Blien, True Temper Ltd., Cork, 2nd, place Section C wl/1l
WlLUe O'Byme and Tony Conboye from Irish Distillers Ltd., Mldleton,
2nd, place Section B, and Eugene o 'MaUey, EMA Offlcer, Cork. ..
• Eamon O'Blien, winner ofSection C (from Robert Jacob & Partners)
with BUI Nowlan, Irish Life; Robert Jacob, Principal, Robert Jacobo{&
Partners; Brendan McLoughlln, ILAC Centre; and Louis Healy, Head
Marketing ESB.
Winner
2nd Place
Merit Awards
Winner
2nd Place
Merit Awards
Category B: Energy Monitoring & Target Setting:
Category C: Energy Saving through New Technology Applications
Category A: Energy Auditing:
AWARD
Winner
2nd Place
Merit Awards
OVERALL WI ER:
E ERGY MA AGER OF THE YEAR 1986
John King
Avonmore Creamaries Ltd.
• Effective use of energy data and active
energy control procedures;
• Use of target energy reductions and other
motivational methods;
• The use of total approach to energy
Richard Bruton. Minister for State,
Department of Energy, recently pre ented
the Energy Management Award forl986at
a reception at HRS. The Energy Manager of
the year was John King of Avonmore
Creameries Ltd.
The competition, which receives the
cooperation and support ofthe Department
of Energy and which is sponsored by the
Electricity Supply Board this year, is
designed to identify the most effective
energy programmes and to reward their
managers. It reflects a new impetus in the
drive for more efficient use of energy by
industry, commerce and the public sector.
These awards are designed to encourage
the development of energy measurement
and accounting in industry. There are three
award categories and there are prizes for the
first and second in each category. There is
one overall award for the "Energy Manager
of the Year". The main categories are -
Energy Auditing; Monitoring and Target
Setting; and Energy Saving through New
Technology Applications.
On judging the entries, particular note
was taken of the application of sound
energy management principles and of the
comparative size and re ources of each
entrant organisation. Entrants in large and
mall organisations have an equal chanceof
winning. In evaluating the entrie '. the
following points were taken Into
consideration.
• Effective Energy Management with clear
accountability for energy costs;
• Appropriate monitoring procedures;
• Pfctured at the theatre 0{ the Institute for Industrial Research
Standards Glasnevln, Dublin recently were (from left) MlnisterforState
at the DepartmentofEnergy, Richard Bruton, ID,presenting theEnergy
Manager 0{ the Year 1986, John King, ofAvonmore Creameries Ltd.,
Ballyragget, with his trophy. John aiso tookpremierplace In section B.
Also Included are Keane Harley, (2nd left) ESB sponsors and Deputy
Managtng Director, Avonmore Creameries group.
• Peter Brabazon, EMA O/flCI!T, East Regwn with Mlchael Rioman and
Tom Cooper, TrlnltyCoUege,DubLln,ooeraUwlnnerSecUonA,andLouis
Healy, Head 0{Marketing, ESB.
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Unit 24,
Dublin Industrial Estate,
Finglas Road, Dublin 11.
Telephone: (01) 307922.
Developed in
conjunction with
Coal Information
Services.
The latest. best and cheapest
way to use two (or morel
boilers on the same
domestic heating system.These are some of the Co-Link special features:
• Tested over 2 years of field trials. .
• Designed and made to the highest engineering standards.
• Compact si~e, roughly one foot square by six inches deep.
• Insulated Casing. The specially-finished outer casing
encloses a layer of thermal insulation for extra efficiency.
• Simple Installation. Just fit it anywhere on the connections
above the boiler and below the cylinder.
• Faster Warm-up. The Co-Link is designed with internal
connections that greatly assist the gravity circulation when
the pump is running. The neutral point remains at the boiler.
• Self-Supporting. The small, but heavy, Co-Link unit is
provided with its own fixing bracket for any vertical surface.
• Extra Safety. The unique expansion vessel built into the Co-'
Link, while it may neverbe needed, is a most valuable
safeguard for any domestic heating system.
••• ENGINEERING LID
e CD
O· ID
McGrath REFRIGERATION LTD
Craig-Nicol
REFRIGERATION WITH STYLE
DAIRYCASE
McGrath
REFRIGERATION LTD
Unit 1, Greenmount Industrial Estate, Harolds Cross, Dublin 12.
Telephone: 533277-533201.
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Quality and Choice are Vital
BY LARRY CARR
The ystems are complementary to
Unidare Terrain soil, waste and traps and
buried drain systems. Integrated above and
below ground drainage may thus be
de igned and specified in Terrain products.
The Unidare Terrain half round
rainwater ystem complies with BS 4576
and, where applicable, bears the Kitemark.
There are no Briti h Standards for square
ection rainwater sy tern or roof and
balcony outlet .
negligible in relation to the overall cost ofa
new house, architects and builders can be
more concerned with quality rather than
with price. The intense competition in the
market place ensures competitive pricing.
In a declining market the empha i is
producing and marketing rainwater
system must be on quality and choice.
Those who provide a range of rainwater
systems manufactured to the highest quality
will maintain, and even improve their
market position.
Larry Carr is Marketing/Sales Director,
Wavin Ireland.
Unidare Terrain rainwater sy terns are the
result of extensive research into the design
of UPVC systems and Terrain's many years
of experience with drainage.
The systems are available in II0mm
gutter and 69mm pipe in the half round
ystem; 120mm gutter with 62mm pipe in
the quare section ystem; and 137mm
gutter with 62mm and 75mm quare and
82mm and II0mm round pipes in the large
capacity sy tern.
years has been the availability ofaluminium
rainwater systems. They have made
progress in the market, mainly due to their
competitive price.
In the UK, where there are very strict
standard, aluminium has not made the
same impact. British standards for
rainwater system are the bench mark used
by PVC system manufacturer. All Wavin
system are Kitemarked. It is thi emphasis
on quality plus providing a choice in
relation to size, protiles and colours, which
is vital in the rainwater market in Ireland.
Becau e the cost of a rainwater system i
Unidare Terrain
- unbeatable systems
• Part o{ the extensive range of rainwater systems and roo{ and balamy ouUels aoailable
{rom Un/dare Terrain.
Marketing any building-related product in
the current economic climate requires a
strong commitment and confidence in your
product.
Since the beginning of this decade there
has been a steady decline in the fortunes of
the con truction industry. The mo t recent
statistics make depre sing reading. July
1986 figures from the Central Statistics
Office show that the numbers employed in
building and construction were down 13%
on July la t year. The CSOfiguresalso show
that, compared to 1980, the total number
employed in the indu try has been halved.
Other indicators are equally black. Sales
of cement have plummeted from 2.1 m
tonnes in 1979 to around 1.1 m tonnes thi
year.
Nor is there any apparent silver lining
ahead. The latest CIF/EEC survey states
that the outlook for the residential building
ector - the main market for rainwater
y terns - "indicate some renewed
pe imism". _
One of the indicator used in the urvey i
work in progress. In the residential building
sector, work in progress went from 7.9
months ofwork in hand(December 1985)to
6.6 months (March 1986) and to 5.4 months
<it he end of June 1986.
Within this scenario the marketing of
rainwater systems is intense. Setting up
costs for the production of a complete
system are extremely heavy. The extrusion
and moulding ofa range of fittings has to be
carried out with detailed accuracy. As a
result, only a handful of companies are
capable of manufacturing.
Plastic y temsdominatethemarket. The
properties of PVC are particularly suited to
controlling rainwater. PVC ha trength
lnd durability, it's light, easy to fix and can
be manufactured in a range of colours. The
fact that plastic rainwater systems never rot,
dent, rust or require painting also
contributes to their popularity.
Our rainwater system has been extremely
popular for many years. Manufactured in
Balbriggan, it succes has been achieved by
paying close attention to product
innovation, development and quality.
Continuous investment in plant and tooling
underlines the confidence Wavin places in
its future. This investment has re ulted in
continuou ystems upgrading and the
launch thi month of a range of rainwater
systems providing specifier and
contractor with an unrivalled choice of
gutter sizes, profiles and gutters.
These innovations have been introduced
to meet market needs. In recent years, there
has been a trend towards rainwater system
which are not only functional but also
ae thetically appealing Specifiers are now
seeking a greater choice in terms of shape
and colour.
Another change in the market in recent
24 IriJh H& V NewJ, November/December 1986
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Pipe, gutter and fittings are
manufactured in UPVC, 2100 and 2200
systems are manufactured in grey, black,
white and rustIC brown and the 2300 system
in black and white. Roof and balcony
outlet are only available in grey.
All Unidare Terrain rainwater ystem
are completely dry-jointed with no
lubricant being required. The full size gutter
seals are retained in their own groove by the
gutter while every gutter fitting hassepara te
retaining clips which give easy clip-on
as embly and equally easy disassembly.
All gutter fittings are anchored with every
cut edge being masked making all joints
neat and tidy. Every pipe fitting has a
standard groove for bracket security, and
Unrivalled Choice
seven layers high.
Pipe stacks should contain one diameter
size only. If thi. is not possible the largest
diameter should be the lowe. t. Small pipes
may be ne ted inside larger pipes.
When stored in the open for long perIOd
or exposed to strong unlight the stack
should be sheeted with an opaque material.
Fittings should be stored undercoverand
kept in their cartons or packing until
required.
Further details are available from
Unidare Terrain, Jamestown Road,
Finglas, Dublin 11, (Tel: 77180 I); Telex:
25141.
screw, which are all that are needed for
fixing facia brackets, are outside the wet
area.
Offsets are made of pipes and bends
which reduces stocking levels.
Handling - Reasonable care should be
exerci ed in handling UPVC, particularly in
very cold conditions. Loading and
unloading of loose pipes should be carried
out by hand. If mechanical handling is used.
chains and hooks should be avoided.
torage - Pipe should be tacked on a llat
base or level ground or alternatively on
750101 x 750101 timber at 1.501 maximum
centres. Side support hould be provided by
750101 wide battens at 1.501 intervals.
Pipe hould be stacked not more than
-
Wavin
The launch thi month of the Wavin Osma
rainwater systems unveiled an unrivalled
range of rainwater systems to the Irish
market. The systems include a wide
selection of gutter size. profiles and
colour. Manufactured to' the highe t
Wavinstandard ,the ystemsareeasytofix
and include many fittings which are unique
to Wavin.
There are four sy tem available-
Roundline. Squareline, Superline and
Roolline.
Roundline - Rotlndline has a nominal
half-round gutter of 1120101 (4 IF') with
680101 (2 Ih") downpipe. The system is
Kllemarked and ha a comprehen ive range
of fittings. These include a unique
Swivelock running outlet, connectors to
traditional materials and a variety of
brackets for installation on building with
or without a fa cia board. Roundline i
available in black, brown, white and grey.
Squareline - Squareline is a rectilinear
rainwater system with 1000101 (4") gutter
and 610101 (2,/~") quare pipes. It i
particularly suitable for 'period' or up-
market dwellings where appearance is
important. Squareline complements and
enhances the eaves detail and is available in
black, brown or white to perfectly match the
style ot the building. •
Superline - Superltne IS a high-capacity,
rapid-draining rainwater system designed
for use on large roofed dwellings. domestic
terrace blocks a nd mall commercial units.
Superline feature nominal half-round
gutters of 1250101 (5") and standard
Roundline 680101 (2'/2") downpipes. This
combination i possible because of the
unique Hydrodynamic outlet whIch
accelerates the llow of wa ter from the gutter
into the downpipe. Superline is Kitemarked
and is available in black and brown.
Roonine - Roofline is a very large
• Unique Waoin Osma swioel/ock ouUeL
capacllyrainwater ystemwith 1500101(6")
nominal half-round gutters and 1100101
(4") down pipes. It has been designed for
large industrial, commercial and
agricultural buildings. The Flcxiclip gutter
Jointing system makes installation easy,
despite the large Ize of the fittings.
S"ivelock - All Wavin products are
produced to the highest technical and
design standards. The Wavin Osma
26 /,i~h H& V ews, ovember/Decemb~, /986
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Wavin sells more PVC piping
for one simple reason.
We're the best.
Wavin PVC systems are made in Ireland
from the finest materials, designed for today's
chemicals and detergents, and are environmentally
safe. And Wavin systems are engineered for
maximum strength and ease of installation.
Three decades of intensive research and
development in Ireland have paid off. Wavin is
synonYmous with leading technology, providing
modem, innovative solutions to age-old problems.
Why take a chance on anything less than Wavin?
wavln
There's more in our pipeline!
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rainwater systems includes a patented
Swivelock Outlet, probably the most
revolutionary design feature introduced
mto uPVC rainwater system.
This "hydrodynamic" outlet olves the
un ightly problem of affect bends coming
apart from the outlet or slipping as a result
of the weight of the oft: et as embly or by
movement caused by expan ion and
contraction.
The offset is permanently attached to the
outlet, but can swivel in any direction to
enable a simple offset connection to be
made to thedownpipe,even when it isnotin
line with the outlet.
The principle of the Swivelock outlet is
that water being collected by a larger gutter
can be drained into a standard downpipe
provided the hape of the outlet is
redesigned. The Wavin Swivelock Outlet
has a funnel- haped throat which accelerate
the flow ofwater into the downpipe. This is a
major saving in co t a it i often po sible to
reduce the number of downpipes required.
Fitting - Incorporated in all Wavin
Osma gutter fittings is the unique Flexiclip
joint. Fixing is simple as it is only the clip
that is flexed rather than the whole fittingof
the gutter. This ensures an easy, positive,
permanently watertight joint everytime.
Wavin Osma Rainwater Systems also
include a range of brackets for unusual
applications. The Wavin Osma Rainwater
Systems are supported by a comprehensive
advice service on all aspects ofperformance,
systems, planning and installation.
"Only top quality uPVC i used in the
manufacture of Wavin Osma Rainwater
sy terns", aid Wavin's Sale and
Marketing Director, Larry Carr. "With
Wavm Osma rainwater ystems readily
available through a network of builder
provider, co-ops and hardware store
throughoutlhecountry,specifier and u ers
are guaranteed the type of service and
support they should expect from a market
leader with a quality product".
Further details from Wavin Ireland Ltd.,
Balbriggan, Co. Dublin, (Tel: 412260).
Marley - Suiting Every Need
Jim Mitchell, Ministerfor CommunlcaUons with Fergus Ma/one and Dudley Foster, both of
Marley, pictured during the recent Marley open days.
Whatever the architectural style orphy icaJ
requirements, there is a Marley ea ves gutter
system 10 suit every building. Marley
Flooring & Plumbing Ltd of Lucan, Co
Dublin, provide four complete system -
Half Round, Deepflow, Flowline and
Classice - together with a full technical
advisory service, so Marley have the answer
for all rainwater problems. The Half
Round, Deepflow and Flowline system are
all manufactured in Lucan by Marley
Extrusions Ireland Ltd and carry the
guaranteed Irish symbol.
Marley Half Round: The Marley Half
Round eaves gutters in UPVC offer three
complete systems: IOOmm (4") gutter with
68mm pipe; 125mm (5") gutter with 68mm
or 81 mm pipe; and 150mm (6") gutter with
I IO pipe.
All three systems now offer a choice of
black or grey.
The 4" and 5" gutters use the well-proven
Marlev Gutter Joint with separate jointing
strap located between notches on the spigot
and socket. The strap compresses the gutter
spigot down against the synthetic rubber
seal which is secured in every socket. When
correctly assembled the joint cannot pull
apart and it will absorb the expansion and
contraction of the gutter while maintaining
a watertight seal.
Marley Deepflow: The Marley Deepflow
system is a I IOmm x 75mm deep semi-
elliptical UPVC gutter designed to produce
improved gutter jointing, better self
cleansing flow characteristics and increa ed
capacity.
Deepflow gutters are joined by the spigot,
synthetic rubber seal and socket method
and two system of UPVC downpipes and
fittings are available: a circular68mm range
and a 65mm square design, both in white,
grey or black.
The dimensions of the Deepflow gutter
produce a maximum flow capacity
equivalent to that of a 150mm nominal half
round ~u tte r.
Marley Flowline: Marley Flowline
presents all the same practical benefits as
Marley Deepflow in reducing the number of
rainwater pipes required on each
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installation, with consequent savings in the
cost of underground drainage pipework. In
addition, Marley Flowline incorporates an
improved jointing system.
The well-proven notch technique is
preserved to control thermal movement of
assembled lengths of gutter, but separate
gutter straps are replaced by integral
retaining nibs on injection moulded fittings.
A synthetic rubber eal i fitted in a deep
moulded recess within the ocket of gutter
fittings, and no adhesive is required to
secure the flexible eal in position.
The 116mm x 60mm deep box-gutter
shape of Marley Flowline provides
engineers and builder with a choice of
profile and also produces a maximum now
capacity of 1.33 litres/second when fitted
level with an outlet at one end.
Marley Flowline gutters, 65mm square
and 68mm circular downpipes and fittings
are available in brown, black, grey or white.
Marley Classic: By virtue of its 120mm x
75mm deep basic box section, the UPVC
Marley Classic gutter system is
complementary to Marley Flowline.
However, its moulded 'ogee' style front
offers an architectural effect that is much in
demand.
The complex shape make th
compre ion method ofjointing unsuitable
and moulded gutter fittings therefore have
short solvent weld sockets which provide
lots to receive spigot ends of gutters.
Special consideration must be given 10
accommodate thermal movement of the
solvent welded gutter assembly. Thi is
achieved by ensuring that stopend are free
to move and by fitting the appropriate
number of expansion unions. Provi ion for
expansion and contraction must be
provided between all fixed points where the
gutter length exceeds 3 metres, and an
expansion union must always be located
between two outlets irrespective ofdistance.
Marley Classic gutters and fittings are
available in black or white and can be used
in conjunction with either the 65mm square
or 68mm circular range of downpipes and
fittings.
Marley Service: Detailed product
brochures on all Marley systems and a full
technical advisory service are available
from Marley Flooring & Plumbing Ltd.,
Lucan, Co. Dublin, Tel: 01-280691; Telex:
25155.
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1111 MAILEY A.J.
COVE
Designed to fit all standard AJ.'s. May be
screw fixed with Marley AJ.'s, Suitable for
light traffic areas.
QUALITY ISH
Aconsistently high standard of installation
and finish can easily be achieved.
EXTRA PROTEmON FOR
TRIBUTARY PIPES
Minimum cover to pipes entering side
connections of a basic Marley A.J. is 120mm.
Marley
Plumliing~UAJ 1 CD UAJ 16 CD
Ehminates potential blockage points.
COIIPIIIHENSIYE RA GE
14standard AJ.'swith risers and cOYer.
ADlUSTAlU HEIGHT
Risers facilitate height adjustment from
280mm to 584mm.
SlMPUFlEDALIGNMENT
Top may be swivelled to align with house
walls and paving.
MARLEY flOORING & PLUMBING LIMITED, Lucen, Co. Dublin. Telephone 01-280691. Telex: 93631.
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control with digital read-out ofprocess
variables is possible.
Save yourself time and effort. Choose
the system that is flexible enough to
build to individual control requirements.
Call your nearest Johnson Controls
supplier today and ask him to send you
detailed information.
modules within System 27 each have
their own specific function.
It is the fashion in which they can be
combined that allows for different
control configurations.
Anything between a simple thermostat
or humidistat and a multiple staging
MANOTHERM LTD.
Manotherm Ltd. 4 Walkinstown Road DUBLIN 12 Tel. 01 - 522355/522018/522229 BELFASTTel. 084-645966
System 27 is a new configuration in
electronic temperature and humidity
control.
This system gives you flexibility in
choosing a more customized control
set up.
Compose either a simple or a
complicated control scheme. The
06HNSON p
CONTR~LS P~~ducts
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